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•  Governance determines how to 
  

–  maintain the blockchain 

–  get new members 

–  define the conditions for the validation of transactions 

–  resolve the dispute 

–  upgrade softwares  

–  deal with an unexpected events 

through smart contract and 
transparent voting on the blockchain  
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•  Nodes have to follow a set of rules to decide which 
transactions are valid or invalid,  

•  This results in a single chain of data that ever node 
in the network agreed.  

•  A fork occurs  
–  When miners finds two different blocks at the same time, 

resulting in two different chains 
   (temporary fork; the network agree on the longest chain 
    eventually, and the shorter one will be abandoned) 

–  When some nodes want to enhance the network’s 
functionalities by adding new feature, or changing a core 
rule (conscious and permanent fork)  
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•  Software upgrades that is compatible with older versions 
–  nodes that haven’t upgraded to the new one will still be able to 

validate and verify transactions 
–  All the nodes, whether they have upgraded or not, will recognize new 

blocks, and maintain the ledger   
    

•  Only majority need to upgrade the software 
–  The new blocks mined by the nodes using the older version will not be 

accepted.  
–  Thus, soft forks represent a gradual upgrading mechanism.  
     (to be able to mine, nodes are incentivized to upgrade) 
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•  Soft forks do not present double-spending risk since the 
merchants and users with old version can read both new and 
old version blocks   

 
 
•  Initially, Bitcoin didn’t have block size limit. Putting 1MB 

size limit done through a soft fork 

    (It was a soft fork since nodes having older version still 
     validate the new blocks) 
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Hard Forks 
 

•  Software upgrades that is not compatible with older 
versions 

–  All nodes must upgrade to the new version to validate new 
transactions 

–  The nodes with older versions will be separated from the 
network 

•  It causes a permanent divergence of the blockchain  

–  If minority chain gets some support (continue on mining), 
two chains will exist together   
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•  Upgrade already stated on the project’s roadmap.  

–  Since upgrade enhances the capabilities and functionalities, all 
nodes (leaded by core developers) will pass to the new version  

–  Since there is no incentive to support the old chain, it will be 
dead 

•  Ethereum’s Byzantium : was an upgrade of Ethereum’s 
blockchain for better scalability and the integration of 
private transaction (happened in October 2017) 

•  Monero : in January 2017, introduced an update to the 
network in order to improve privacy and security   
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•  happened based on disagreements in the community. 

•  results in the creation of a new chain by applying major 
changes to the software  

•  Bitcoin Cash : a fraction of the nodes wanted to improve the 
size of the block from 1MB(current one) to 8MB, that allows 
more transactions to be processed (which reduces the fees)  

–  not having total agreement resulted in the creation of new coin   
–  everyone who owned Bitcoin at the time received same amount 

of Bitcoin Cash 
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•  Ethereum Classic:  

–  a hack happened through a DAO (Decentralized Autonomous 
Organization) in May 2016 

–  Ethereum had a hard fork to reverse the effects of the hack 

–  a minority fraction of the community was philosophically 
opposed to changing the blockchain to preserve its nature of 
immutability (creation of Ethereum Classic) 

•  Segwit2X planned on 16 November 2017 but cancelled 
due to lack of consensus  

What are Forks ? 


